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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a technique to design a digital Arithmetic circuit capable of doing addition and subtraction operation using BCD and 
Excess-3 code & 9’s complement method. The explored method of the circuit of 9’s complement method along with the conventional adder-
subtractor composite unit achieves the design to get perfect result. By this circuit we can add or subtract any two numbers with any sign in 
an efficient way by using BCD as well as Excess-3 arithmetic process depending on the control code input without employing the human 
brain. 
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Introduction 
The adder-subtractor composite unit has a vast application in digital arithmetic operations in digital technology. In digital world 

there are three sequential codes i.e. Binary code, BCD & Excess-3 code. Those codes can be used for arithmetic operations on digital 
system. This circuit is capable of adding and/or subtracting 2, one digit number resulting in a two digit number and an additional bit 
to represent whether the result is positive or negative. The operation of the circuit is totally depends on BCD as well as Excess-3 
arithmetic process depending on the control code input. The addition of two numbers can be achieved using several full adders. The 
subtraction of two numbers may be accomplished by taking 9’s complement of the subtrahend and adding to the minuend. Control 
sign input in the present study controls the sign of the inputs as per requirement and thus can control the addition and subtraction 
using 9’s complement method by implementing 1’s complement method in the parallel full adder circuit. This circuit have inputs as 
X(as 1 Decimal number), Y (as 1 Decimal number ), CX (as control input of X) & CY (as control input of Y) and capable of performing 
arithmetic operation such as +X+Y, +X-Y, -X+Y & -X-Y. This circuit is also capable of performing these arithmetic operations by using 
BCD code as well as Excess-3 code depending on the control code input (M). For multiple code access we use M, which is a code con-
trol input. At the time of M=0,we are accessing only the BCD operation and for M=1 we are accessing only the EXCESS 3 mode. 

There is a BCD indicator which indicates the resulting output value is in valid BCD or not. If the indicator shows value 1,then the 
output is in valid BCD code and if it shows 0 then the output is not in valid BCD code. Whereas to make a valid BCD code we need to 
add 6 with the invalid BCD output. 

This is circuit has 2, one digit decimal number  inputs as X and Y .There are total ten options(0 to 9) from where we can select any 
2 one digit decimal number. Then we are using 2 Decimal to BCD converter to convert X & Y into BCD codes. After that using 4 4bit 
parallel adder by using full adders to convert BCD codes into Excess 3 by adding 3(0011) with the BCD codes.In this combinational 
circuit CX &CY acts as a control sign input bit.CX is the control sign bit for 1st input X.CY is the control sign bit for 2nd input Y. In the 
control sign bit if CX =1, then X =-ve, and if CX=0, then X=+ve. Simultaneously, if CY=1, then Y=-ve, and if CY=0, then Y=+ve. 

This circuit (Fig-1) has 2 decimal inputs as X and Y. In X & Y there are individual 0 to 9 total ten options (button) from where we can 
select any decimal number. Then there are four Decimal to BCD encoder circuit to convert X & Y into BCD codes (4bit). After that us-
ing 2, four bit parallel adder by using full adders to convert BCD codes into Excess-3 codes by adding 0011 ( 3 ) with the BCD codes. 
Here the outputs of parallel adder 1 ( S31 S21 S11 S01 ) represents the input Y, Output of parallel adder 2 ( S32 S22 S12 S02 ) repre-
sents the input X.  

CA is the control sign input of X & CB is the control sign input of Y. Control sign inputs represents the sign of the inputs [5, 6]. CA* 
= CA * (CA XOR CB); CB* = CB * (CA XOR CB). CA* is the complement controller of input X and CB* is the complement controller of 
input Y. When the sign of both the inputs are same then the circuit is behaving like normal adder, but when the sign of the inputs are 
different then the circuit is behave like subtractor  by employing complement and then addition process [2, 3].  

Excess-3 is self-complementing code because we can perform 9’s complement by employing 1’s complement method. CA* & CB* 
are there to perform 1’s complement of X & Y as per requirement by employing XOR gate as a control inverter.Next we are using  an-
other, 4bit parallel adder to add or subtract X with Y [7].  

K = Cout6 * (CA XOR CB) is used to add the carryout of MSB (parallel adder 6) with the LSB (parallel adder 5) whenever necessary 
as per the arithmetic rule of 1’s complement method. After that the outputs of parallel adder 5 & 6 are fed into parallel adder 7 & 8, 
to convert the result into Excess-3 code as per the arithmetic rules of Excess-3 code.  

K* = Cout6˄ * (CA XOR CB) is used to perform 1’s complement of the result as per requirement. So there are 4 normal outputs to 
represent the result in Excess-3 code. 

Cout = Cout6 * (CA XNOR CB) is the extra output taken to represent the overflow output whenever necessary. By using parallel 
adder 9, Cout is converted into Cout3 Cout2 Cout1 Cout0 (4 bit Carry output as Excess-3 code. 

SM = (CA * CB) + (Cout6˄ * (CA XOR CB)) is the sign magnitude output to represent the sign of the output *1, 2+.   
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     Table-1.1.a 
Cx X=9 Cy Y=9 
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
 
Table-1.1.b 
SM Cout S0 

Cout3 Cout2 Cout1 Cout0 S3 S2 S1 S0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

 
Table-1.2.a 
Cx X=-9 Cy Y=-9 
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
 
 
 Table-1.2.b 
SM Cout S0 

Cout3 Cout2 Cout1 Cout0 S3 S2 S1 S0 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

     
                                                                                 
Table-1.3.a 
Cx X=-5 Cy Y=7 
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
 
 
Table-1.3.b 
SM Cout S0 

Cout3 Cout2 Cout1 Cout0 S3 S2 S1 S0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

     
                                                                           
 Table-1.4.a 
Cx X=5 Cy Y=-7 
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 
 
 
Table-1.4.b 
SM Cout S0 

Cout3 Cout2 Cout1 Cout0 S3 S2 S1 S0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

     
                                                                           
                                                                          
Table-2.1.a 
Cx X=9 Cy Y=8 
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
 
Table-2.1.b 
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SM Cout S0 

Cout3 Cout2 Cout1 Cout0 S3 S2 S1 S0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 

 
 
 
Table-2.2.a 
Cx X=-8 Cy Y=-9 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
 
Table-2.2.b 
SM Cout S0 

Cout3 Cout2 Cout1 Cout0 S3 S2 S1 S0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 

 
 
Table-2.3.a 
Cx X=5 Cy Y=-6 
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
 
Table-2.3.b 
SM Cout S0 

Cout3 Cout2 Cout1 Cout0 S3 S2 S1 S0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

 
Table-2.4.a 
Cx X=-6 Cy Y=8 
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
 
Table-2.4.b 
SM Cout S0 

Cout3 Cout2 Cout1 Cout0 S3 S2 S1 S0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

 
 

 

Result   

In table of no. 1 is denoting all result in BCD. Mean the control input for those table is 0.In table 1.1a the value of the input of X and Y 

are respectively +9 and +9 .And we get the output of the table is +18.so in table 1.1.b the value of SM  is 0.In table 1.2.a  the value of 

X and Y are respectively -9 and -9.And we get  the output at table 1.2.b is  - 18.So the value of SM is 1.In table 1.3.a the value of the 

are respectively  -5 and +7.And from table 1.3.b we get the output +2.And  the value of SM  is 0. In table 1.4.a the value of the are 

respectively   +5 and -7.And from table 1.4.b we get the output - 2. And the value of SM  is 1. In table of no. 2 is denoting all result in 

EX-3. Mean the control input for those tables is 1.  As well as In table 2.1a the value of the input of X and Y are respectively +9 and +8 

.And we get the output of the table is +17.so in table 2.1.b the value of SM  is 0.In table 2.2.a  the value of X and Y are respectively -8 

and -9.And we get  the output at table 2.2.b is  - 17.So the value of SM is 1.In table 2.3.a the value of the are respectively  +5 and -

6.And from table 2.3.b we get the output -1.And  the value of SM  is 1. In table 2.4.a the value of the are respectively   -6 and +8.And 

from table 2.4.b we get the output 2. And the value of SM  is 0. 
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Conclusion 
The present circuit total 9 output bit, Where MSB output bit SM represent the sign of the output, and the other 8 as two BCD code 

(4bit).  First 4bit is carry output of result as BCD format(MSB BCD) and last 4bit is normal BCD output(LSB BCD).In input section we 

are using X and Y as one digit decimal number. If result exceeds 1 digit BCD value ( 9 or 1001) then the carry out represent the exceed 

value. Otherwise carry out shows 0. The last 4 digit are used to represent the remaining result.  Moreover the present endeavor en-

compasses the use of the simple logic gates and costing to a minimum range enable to use in an economic manner in practical appli-

cable field. In this circuit we can use one digit Decimal number as input, but we can also implement the same logic with higher digits 

of number also.  

 

 
Future Scope 
The present circuit implements the Digital Arithmetic circuit using BCD code and Excess-3 code. In future we want to develop a Digi-

tal Arithmetic circuit which is capable by using these three sequential codes (BCD, Excess-3 and binary). These circuits may be used in 

digital arithmetic system like digital calculator etc.    
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